Response to Deficiency Letter Issued by NYSDPS on September 8, 2020.
CASE 18-F-0325 - DANSKAMMER ENERGY CENTER APPLICATION
INTRODUCTION
On September 8, 2020, Chairman Rhodes issued a deficiency letter (“September 8th
Letter”) to Danskammer Energy, LLC (“Danskammer”) in relation to its application for a
Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Need pursuant to Article 10 of the
Public Service Law (“PSL”) for approval to repower its Danskammer Generating Station Site
(the “Project”).

The September 8th Letter references a deficiency previously identified by the New
York State Department of Environmental Conservation (“NYSDEC”) and asks that
Danskammer further supplement its response thereto, dated July 8, 2020, to address the few
remaining application deficiencies. These remaining deficiencies are set forth in an
attachment to the September 8th Letter (“Attachment”).
In particular, the Attachment notes that, in the first deficiency letter issued to
Danskammer, NYSDEC had requested “[a]n assessment of how the Siting Board’s issuance of
an Article 10 Certificate for the Project would be consistent with the Statewide greenhouse
gas emission limits established in Article 75 of the environmental conservation law, as
required by Section 7(2) of the Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act (Chapter
106 of the Laws of 2019).”
In responding to that request on July 8, 2020, Danskammer posited, among other
potential avenues for meeting the Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act
(“CLCPA”) targets, that “the most cost-effective solution to meet the 2040 CLCPA [zero
carbon emissions] target is to build large amounts of new offshore wind, solar and battery
storage capacity and retain some thermal resources, such as the [proposed Danskammer
facility] and convert them to renewable natural gas (RNG) or hydrogen.” 1
The September 8th Letter now asks for “additional information to fully detail the
Applicant’s proposal regarding the use of RNG and/or hydrogen . . .” The specific items
requested include:
•
•
•
1

Information demonstrating that the use of RNG and/or hydrogen is feasible at the
Danskammer Facility;
What if any reconfiguration and/or additional infrastructure would be needed to
convert the Facility to RNG and/or hydrogen;
Whether the Applicant intends to commit to the use of RNG and/or hydrogen; and

See ICF, Supplemental Greenhouse Gas Analysis of the Danskammer Energy Center at p. 4, July 8, 2020
(“July 8th ICF Report”).
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•

I.

An explanation of how either RNG or hydrogen would qualify as a renewable
energy resource and/or a zero emissions carbon resource within the meaning of
the CLCPA and PSL §66-p.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As discussed within this response, the Project assists New York State in meeting its
long-term Greenhouse Gas (“GHG”) emissions reductions targets set forth in the CLCPA. Due
to the Project’s high efficiency and state-of-the-art emissions controls, it is projected to
reduce Statewide Greenhouse Gas Emissions by approximately 1.9 million CO2e U.S. short
tons between 2025 and 2039. As both the amount and relative percentage of renewables
within New York State’s generation fleet increases, so will the intermittency impacts on its
reliability. The Project helps to solve this problem by providing New York with a state-ofthe-art dispatchable, fast ramping, gas turbine that can be converted in the future to use zero
emission fuels, such as green hydrogen, in order to address electric grid reliability and
resource adequacy requirements. As New York undertakes sweeping changes to address
climate change, it is imperative to move forward in parallel with complementary
technologies due to the limited time to meet the State’s 2030, 2040 and 2050 GHG emissions
requirements and emissions-free electric system targets. No single technology can achieve
these goals given the amount of electrification that will be needed to reduce overall GHG
emissions to target levels.
Danskammer is committed to helping New York State achieve its emission goals. As
discussed in Section IV – Commitment to the Use of Green Hydrogen, Danskammer is actively
working to help advance the evaluation and development of green hydrogen within the State.
As an emission free fuel source, green hydrogen provides an attractive long-term solution
that, in combination with renewable generation and battery storage, can be used to meet
New York State’s goals. As part of Danskammer’s commitment to hydrogen development in
New York, the company has done/will do the following:
•

•

Danskammer CEO Bill Reid has joined SUNY Stonybrook’s Institute of Gas,
Innovation & Technology (“I-GIT”) to help guide and inform further research and
development of hydrogen technologies;
In cooperation with industry partners, Danskammer has formed The Green
Hydrogen Alliance with the goal of addressing the challenges associated with
hydrogen development in New York;
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•

Upon approval and completion of the Project, Danskammer will commit to a
hydrogen pilot demonstration project involving hydrogen electrolyzers called the
Danskammer Innovation Center.

Through the above actions, Danskammer intends to illustrate its commitment to assist New
York in meeting its CLCPA zero emissions electric system target by the year 2040.
II.

OVERVIEW

A. Maintaining Generation Resource Adequacy in New York’s Clean Energy Future
At the outset, it is important to examine the role that advanced class combined cycle
generation turbines, such as that proposed for the Project, will play in New York’s clean
energy future—namely, to ensure resource adequacy and grid reliability as an increasing
number of intermittent renewable generation sources, such as solar and wind, are
commissioned and come on-line. The Project’s benefits in this respect are two-fold. First, in
the near-term, the Project will provide a fast start, fast ramping, firm dispatchable source of
generation to the New York State electric grid, which will provide needed stability and
reliability while reducing Statewide GHG Emissions as defined in the CLCPA. As detailed in
a new supplemental report prepared by ICF on behalf of Danskammer, titled “Supplemental
Greenhouse Gas Analysis of the Danskammer Energy Center” (the “ICF Supplement”), the
Project will lead to meaningful annual reductions in Statewide Greenhouse Gas Emissions
from 2025 through 2039, as provided below in Table 2-5. 2 The ICF Supplement is included
as Exhibit 1 to this response.
Table 2-5: Net Impact on Statewide Greenhouse Gas Emissions from operation of the
Project (20-year GWP for methane)
Impact (thousand short tons)
Net reduction in GHG emissions [C] =
[A] - [B]

2025

2030

2035

2040
(RNG)

2040 (Green
Hydrogen)

(201)

(128)

(129)

(4)

(46)

As set forth more fully in the ICF Supplement, and using straight-line linear extrapolation
during the interim periods, the total projected CO2e reductions from 2025 through 2039 are
1,888,000 U.S. short tons.
2

ICF, “Supplemental Greenhouse Gas Analysis of the Danskammer Energy Center,” November 6, 2020 (“ICF
Supplement”).
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Second, over the long-term, the Project will provide an established technology that
can be operated on zero emission fuel, which may include green hydrogen and/or renewable
natural gas (“RNG”).

Although renewable generation sources such as wind and solar can reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, they also cause long-term electric grid instability due to the
intermittency of their generation, which is highly correlated to weather. To date, several
independent entities—the New York Independent System Operator (“NYISO”), regulatory
authorities and expert consultants—have undertaken studies to evaluate the amount of
intermittent generation resources (e.g., wind and solar) that can be installed before the
stability of the electric grid requires firm dispatchable generation resources to provide both
short-term and long-term stabilization solutions. In a report published by the NYISO titled
“2019 Reliability and Market Considerations for A Grid in Transition,” the NYISO states:
Operational forecasting of renewable output may also become more
challenging and important as intermittent wind and solar resources make up
a greater proportion of NYISO supply. Generation from these resources is
weather-dependent, intermittent, and difficult to predict accurately across all
timescales. An example of the variability, even over long periods of time was
the week of July 15-21, 2019 when there was a 36-hour period when wind
resources in New York averaged only a 4% capacity factor (the actual output
as a percentage of their maximum possible output). See Figure 5 below 3.

3

NYISO, 2019 Reliability and Market Considerations for A Grid in Transition, December 20, 2019.
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This point was further emphasized in a 2020 report prepared by Analysis Group on
behalf of the NYISO titled: Climate Change Impact Phase II (the “AG Report”). The AG Report
analyzed New York State’s electric grid generation resource requirements under a CLCPA
2040 compliance scenario. The AG Report observes that large amounts of Dispatchable
Energy Resources (“DE Resources”), operating on emission free fuels, are required for the
stable operation of the New York State electric grid under its CLCPA 2040 scenario. The
figure below depicts: (i) a summary of hourly generation requirements under a seven-day
winter wind lull scenario during one winter month; and (ii) the amount of projected state
electric load that will need to be met by the installed mix of generation and storage resources,
including DEs. It is important to note that the AG Report found that nearly 32 GWs of
installed DE Resources (grey area in the chart) will be required to meet the electric grid’s
resource adequacy and stability requirements under this realistic scenario 4.

4

Paul J. Hibbard, Charles Wu, Hannah Krovetz, Tyler Farrell, Jessica Landry, Climate Change Impact Phase II An Assessment of Climate Change Impacts on Power System Reliability in New York State – FINAL REPORT
at p. 11, September 2020 (the “AG Report”).
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As shown in the figure above, renewable resources tend to exhibit not only high
correlations with the weather but also with like type resources. By way of example, the very
low wind generation capacity factors 5 depicted previously in Figure 5 are actual results and
occurred during a prolonged heat wave across New York State, when overall demand for
electricity was approaching annual peak demand levels. Solar power is similarly variable
based on the weather. Due to this variability, firm dispatchable resources must be ready in
reserve to make up for material decreases in wind and solar generation that can occur due
to weather, especially throughout peak usage periods, whether in the summer (as currently
experienced) or in the winter, as anticipated to occur in the coming decades with increased
electrification of heating systems, transportation and industrial processes. Having sufficient
firm dispatchable resources available allows the electric system to add more renewables to
the system while maintaining system reliability.

As the State evolves to a highly electrified residential and commercial heating model
to comply with the CLCPA, the need for reliable, dispatchable generation will be particularly
critical during the winter months, when New York State experiences periods of extreme cold,
so that state residents will be able to adequately heat their homes and businesses.. Winter
is also the time, however, when renewable generation is reduced (due in large part to
decreased solar power generation during wintertime), and thus the need for long-term,
highly reliable, generation (running on zero emission fuels) will be paramount to meet New
York’s electricity and heating demands. As New York moves away from fossil fuel-dependent
heating, the demand for reliable electricity will only intensify.
To evaluate the impacts on New York State’s electric grid from the introduction of
large volumes of renewables and the retirement of firm dispatchable generation, the NYISO
conducted a preliminary analysis and summarized their findings in a presentation entitled
“2020 RNA: Reliability Needs Assessment – Comprehensive System Planning Process.” The
NYISO analyzed the Resource Needs Assessment (“RNA”) under the CLCPA’s requirement
that 70% of New York State’s electric generation come from renewables by 2030. In
particular, the NYISO assessed how much of the State’s firm dispatchable fossil resources
could be removed/retired in the 70x30 scenario before New York State’s electric grid would
violate Loss of Load Expectations (“LOLE”), which in laymen’s terms means potential for
blackouts.
The NYISO found that the introduction of large volumes of intermittent resources in
the 70x30 scenario will cause grid destabilization and require ongoing levels of firm
5

A capacity factor is generally defined as the actual generation output of a generation unit as a percentage of
its maximum capability over a defined period of time, expressed in a range from 0% to 100%.
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dispatchable resources. In particular, in relation to dispatchable generation, NYISO found,
among other things, that:
•

•

•

•

“Even with a high output from intermittent renewable resources, there is still a
need for significant amounts of dispatchable generation to meet reliability
requirements at various times throughout the year, including peak load.”
“Even with a large amount of installed capacity of renewable resources, there
would still be a need for significant dispatchable generation to meet reliability
requirements at various times throughout the year, including peak load.”
“Retirement of nuclear plants would result in less surplus capacity and therefore
more conventional generation (currently fossil-fueled) would need to be retained
in order to maintain a reliable system.”
“Thermal loading issues are observed in the peak load case with a high penetration
of [wind] and solar, as well as in a peak case without these resources. Dispatchable
resources beyond those identified in resource adequacy would be needed in the
downstate area to address thermal reliability criteria violations [in relation to
transmission security thermal considerations]”. 6

NYISO’s findings above are consistent with those of research scientists at the
University of California at Irvine, who authored a white paper examining the integration of
renewables into existing infrastructure (the “UC Irvine White Paper”). The UC Irvine White
Paper states:
A key challenge to relying heavily on solar and wind power is that these
sources cannot be ramped up and down to serve demand as it varies over
the course of a day, across days, and even from season to season. Solar
energy is not generated at all during the nighttime, and wind energy profiles
vary significantly and do not match load patterns. 7

B. Solutions to Reliability Issues Caused by Intermittency of Renewable Energy
Sources
Utility scale battery solutions are the most likely candidates to alleviate short-term
electric grid reliability issues; however, current battery technology can only meet
6
7

NYISO, 2020 RNA: Reliability Needs Assessment – Comprehensive System Planning Process. DRAFT 3
Report for October 5, 2020, ESPWG / TPAS, pages 92-93.
Jack Brouwer, Ph.D. - Associate Director, Advanced Power and Energy Program Director, National Fuel Cell
Research Center, Jeffrey Reed, Ph.D. - Chief Scientist, Renewable Fuels and Energy Storage, Advanced Power
and Energy Program, Robert Webster - Co-Founder & Chief Strategy Officer, Magnum Development,
Integrating Clean Energy Technologies with Existing Infrastructure - Western Energy Hub Site Benefits for
Rapid Clean Regional Grid Transition,, commissioned by: Advanced Power & Energy Program – University
of California – Irvine (the “UC Irvine White Paper”).
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dispatchable needs for 4 to 8 hours. Due to the climate in New York State and renewable
generation’s high correlation to weather conditions, New York State will require long-term
solutions, which may need to cover periods of coincident low renewable generation for days
and potentially weeks. 8

Finding solutions for firm capacity through the use of fossil fuel alternatives, which
can be stored and utilized on demand to meet balancing load requirements, will be an
essential component of achieving the CLCPA’s targets while maintaining grid reliability.
Green hydrogen, as an emissions-free produced fuel and an emissions-free combusted fuel,
can bridge the gap between the feasible duration of battery storage solutions and longer
duration, lower renewable resource generation output. As noted in the UC Irvine White
Paper, “Hydrogen is integral to the zero-carbon, zero-pollutant mix because of its high
energy density, transportability, and ability to store and retain energy across days, months
and even years provides functionality and scale that are not reachable through other
approaches.” 9 RNG, a zero or negative GHG emission fuel, could also potentially fill this need.

As the electric generation fleet evolves towards a higher proportion of intermittent
renewable generation, the NYISO will be unable to balance load demands and supply absent
a substantial increase in the number of firm dispatchable units. This was the conclusion of a
report prepared on behalf of the New York State Energy Research and Development
Authority (“NYSERDA”), which found that the difficult challenge of meeting the 100% zero
emission electricity system when there is very low renewable production “can be solved
through a combination of large-scale hydro resources, renewable natural gas (RNG) or
synthetic fuels such as hydrogen, Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS), and nuclear power.” 10

During the NYISO’s July 23, 2020 Electric System Planning Working Group &
Transmission Planning Advisory Subcommittee Meeting, NYISO staff commented that they
could envision future scenarios in which the New York State electric grid would be in need
of as much as 12 GWs per hour of ramping capability to meet system-wide load demand
obligations. This significant requirement can only be met through state-of-the-art
combustion turbines, which can ramp output very quickly, supplemented by other storage
This same finding was made in the UC Irving White Paper at p. 6: “Without such large-scale, long-duration
storage and distribution infrastructure, a 100% zero-carbon energy system dominated by solar and wind
energy cannot reliably meet projected energy requirements. A recent study shows that, even with a 50%
overbuild (capacity above what is needed to meet annual energy requirements, on average), and including
12 hours of battery energy storage to meet the entire demand, the system would be unable to meet electricity
demands for more than 100 hours of the year. Stated differently, the grid would face outages roughly 20
times more often (or longer) than current levels.”
9 UC Irvine White Paper at p. 3.
10 See Energy and Environmental Economics, Inc. for New York State Energy Research and Development
Authority, Pathways to Deep Decarbonization in New York State at p. 45, June 24, 2020 (emphasis added).
8
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solutions such as batteries. Based on the current make-up of New York State’s generation
fleet, only 7.8 GWs 11 (nameplate capacity), or roughly half of New York State’s current
combined cycle and combustion turbine generation fleet, will be under 40 years old by
December 31, 2039. Unlike the Project, the vast majority of this younger fleet will not be
able to retrofit to combust hydrogen. As summarized in the table below, the AG Report
determined that, under the CLCPA 2040 scenario, the New York State electric grid would
require 32.1 GWs of DE Resources, with 6.9 GWs of DE Resources in Zone G alone, 12 the
Project’s zone. It is important to note that the total amount of required DE Resources under
the CLCPA scenario is almost 70% of the installed nameplate capacity of New York State’s
entire generation fleet today.

In the sections that follow, we discuss, first, the feasibility of operating the Project on
green hydrogen and, second, the feasibility of operating the Project on RNG.
III.

THE FEASIBILITY OF USING GREEN HYDROGEN AT THE DANSKAMMER
FACILITY

“Green hydrogen” is a zero emission fuel produced through the process of
electrolysis, which uses renewable energy to split water molecules into their elemental
components. Hydrogen produced as a result of electrolysis can then be stored and
combusted by dispatchable energy resources, like the Project, to produce electricity when it
is needed. Hydrogen combustion does not produce CO2 or other greenhouse gases, and
therefore it would be appropriate to consider green hydrogen a “zero emission” carbon
resource under the CLCPA and PSL § 66-p. Whether the combustion of green hydrogen by
the Project is feasible as a means to reduce, and ultimately eliminate, carbon emissions
11

NYISO 2020 Gold Book at pp. 71-90.
Report at p. 9.

12 AG
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requires the consideration of the fuel’s economic and technical feasibility. For the reasons
set forth below, Danskammer believes that the use of green hydrogen will be feasible in the
future under both prongs of the analysis.

A. Technological Feasibility/Reconfiguration of Facility Systems
1. Feasibility of Converting the Project to Green Hydrogen

Danskammer has proposed to use a Mitsubishi M501 J-Series air cooled gas turbine
(the “JAC”) for the Project. The JAC is immediately capable of operating on up to 30%
hydrogen and, in fact, has been selected for use in several hydrogen-capable projects across
the globe (discussed more fully below). Mitsubishi Power (“MP”), the equipment provider
for the Project, has prepared a summary of the technical capabilities of its gas turbines to
operate on hydrogen as well as MP’s plan to achieve full hydrogen capability. (See
“Mitsubishi Power – Renewable Fuels - Gas Turbine Roadmap to 100% Hydrogen Capability”
[“MP Hydrogen Roadmap”], attached as Exhibit 2 to this response).

MP, a leader in hydrogen combustion advancements, is focused on the entire
hydrogen value chain. As the MP Hydrogen Roadmap concludes:
•
•

•
•

The JAC can operate on up to 30% hydrogen/70% natural gas fuel blends today
as installed;
The JAC’s 100% hydrogen capability leverages the multi-cluster combustor
developed from MP’s IGCC technology, which has already demonstrated up to
80% hydrogen capability;
MP anticipates operations of the JAC of up to 100% hydrogen by 2025; and
Existing J-series units such as the JAC can be retrofitted in the future, with
minimal impact, to convert to up to 100% hydrogen firing, if and when such
fuel supplies and infrastructure is in place to deliver the requisite volumes of
hydrogen to the turbine.

2. Mitsubishi at the Forefront of Conversion Technologies

MP is in the vanguard as it relates to the development of engineering technologies to
advance the capabilities of combustion turbines to operate on hydrogen. They have
committed to finding solutions that make the best use of existing infrastructure, such as the
J-Series turbine proposed for the Project. MP has five active projects underway as part of its
worldwide hydrogen strategy. Each of these will initially operate on 30% hydrogen with
future capability to transition to 100%.
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The first large-scale project in the United States—the Intermountain Power project
in Utah (the “IP Project”) — will utilize two Mitsubishi M501 JAC air-cooled dry low NOx
combustion system turbines with hydrogen-rich fuel capability, which is the same series as
the Project. The IP Project will provide 840MWs of electricity to Los Angeles and other parts
of California and Utah as well. It will operate on a blend of 30% green hydrogen and 70%
natural gas by 2025, with a commitment to operate on 100% hydrogen no later than 2045.
The turbines will be used to repower the existing coal facility at the Intermountain site.
Additionally, green hydrogen fuel supply production is being developed at the Advanced
Clean Energy Storage project adjacent to the site, which will make use of an existing salt
dome to store green hydrogen produced from renewable electric generation through
electrolysis on site. 13

B. Economic Feasibility

1. Market Expectations for Reduction in Hydrogen Production Costs
As New York State progresses towards its CLCPA emission reduction targets and its
goal to decarbonize all major sectors of the economy, the deployment of wind and solar
renewable resources will grow substantially and, with near certainty, will require installed
capacity volumes well in excess of the initial targets outlined in the CLCPA. The achievement
of New York State’s CLCPA emission reduction targets, coupled with renewable generation
deployment, will create the market demand for both the CLCPA zero-emission fuels
themselves and the corresponding development and implementation of green hydrogen
production, storage and transportation chains and infrastructure. Increasing the scale and
magnitude of green hydrogen infrastructure will reduce overall supply and commodity costs.

Green hydrogen is ideally produced from excess renewable energy generation sources
through the process of electrolysis, whereby there are no greenhouse gas emissions
generated from initial production through ultimate combustion. The capture and storage of
such excess renewable energy (when generation exceeds load consumption and requires
curtailment) for the production of green hydrogen will be essential and mutually beneficial
to both renewable energy generators and hydrogen-fueled generation facilities.

UBS equity research analysts estimate that the cost of green hydrogen today is
approximately $6.00/kg 14 based on studies prepared by the Hydrogen Council. 15 Federal
and/or state incentives to stimulate volume production and create market demand will be
13 MP

Press release: https://power.mhi.com/regions/amer/news/200310.html.
million British thermal units (“MMBtu”) equates to approximately 8.0 kilograms of hydrogen.
15 UBS, Midstream & Utilities - Future of the Btu: RNG & Green Hydrogen 101 at p. 8, September 8, 2020.
14 One
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needed to reduce the equivalent price differential. The largest single cost associated with
hydrogen production is the cost of electricity. In order to become competitive, green
hydrogen will need to be produced through large scale electrolyzers with low cost electricity.
This challenge could be overcome if electricity for hydrogen production could be sourced
from excess low-cost renewable power (most likely wind power), in particular when those
resources are either available during off-peak periods or subject to curtailment. 16

Other challenges to hydrogen include its density, embrittlement [damage] to
materials and flammability. Hydrogen can be partially blended, up to 10%, into existing
natural gas pipeline systems depending on the pipeline’s metallurgy, age and other operating
parameters. Long-term, new hydrogen dedicated infrastructure could also be constructed
to transport and store larger volumes.
As the number of renewable generation resources increases within New York State,
there will be significant increases in the volume of curtailed renewable generation
production and, thus, an increase in the excess energy available as a feedstock to produce
and store green hydrogen. The NYISO continually tracks the volume of wind generation that
has been curtailed annually. In its 2020 Power Trends Report, NYISO states:
On January 11, 2020, the NYISO experienced a record-setting level of wind
energy production. At that time, wind resources were contributing 1,748
MW, or about 11% of the statewide load. However, the level of energy
production from wind resources is constantly changing, and while early
2020 brought a new record for peak hourly wind energy production, in 2019
there were 64 instances when wind resources supplied less than 100 MW to
the grid for periods of more than 8 consecutive hours. 100 MW represented
about 5% of the installed wind capacity in 2019. Figure 7 indicates that
additional wind energy could have been supplied to the grid, but at times
transmission constraints resulted in a need to curtail production in order to
maintain reliable operations. 17

16

The overall cost to produce hydrogen through electrolysis is highly dependent on the cost of electricity
inputs, which today comprise approximately 70% to 90% of hydrogen’s production cost per kilogram. The
range is also dependent on the overall production capacity of the electrolyzer and its corresponding capital
costs. As electricity prices from renewables used to produce hydrogen and equipment capital costs decrease,
hydrogen production costs will decrease in lock-step.
17 NYISO, Annual Grid & Market Report – The Vision for a Greener Grid – Power Trends 2020 at pp. 16-17.
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As Figure 7 (above) demonstrates, New York already experiences a significant
amount of wind curtailment, or wasted potential renewable generation. Resource planning
models discussed in the UC Irvine White Paper predict that when renewable energy
comprises more than 60% of the resource mix, “energy production will exceed demand in
over 20% of the hours of the year, totaling between 5% and 10% of all renewable power
produced,” 18 resulting in significant curtailment of these resources. The opportunity for
renewable generators to be able to sell their excess power generation to produce and store
green hydrogen would provide a financial benefit to renewable generation resources, when
otherwise such power generation would have to be curtailed resulting in no energy margin.
The benefits go beyond providing additional revenue for renewable resources: ultimately,
the costs associated with meeting the Clean Energy Standard will be reduced, making that
program as efficient as possible for ratepayers. As previously discussed, long-term
reductions in the cost of the excess electricity supplied by renewables to electrolyzers will,
over time, lead to reductions in the production costs of green hydrogen.
18 See UC Irvine White Paper at pp 3-4.

If we apply the mid-range of UC Irvine estimate (7.5%) to ICF’s projected
resource mix in New York for the year 2040 (i.e., approximately 66,300 GWhs of total wind generation [July
8th ICF Report at p. 19]), we find that there will be approximately 5 TWh in excess renewable wind-related
generation. If this excess 5 TWh per year were applied to the production of green hydrogen, it would produce
approximately 97.1 million kgs of green hydrogen annually (or 97,143 metric tons). (See H2 Solutions – New
Energy Business, Omar Rubio – Status September 2020 – New Energy Business Siemens Energy, 2020, at p.
11) This, in turn, will enable approximately 3.5 GW of combustion turbine capacity operating on 100% green
hydrogen. At roughly a 20% capacity factor per year, this amount is in line with potential peaking
requirements of the New York State grid under the ICF Report forecast.
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Green hydrogen production faces the same cost and scalability challenges as any new
technology has (i.e., lithium ion batteries, wind, solar). As the demand for renewable energy
sources has increased over time, the annual capacity-weighted construction costs for such
systems have decreased. Examining the 2018 data for newly constructed utility-scale
electric generators nationwide, the U.S. Energy Information Administration (“EIA”) reports
that “the annual capacity-weighted average construction costs for solar photovoltaic
systems and onshore wind turbines have continued to decrease . . . . From 2013 to 2018,
costs for solar fell 50% [and] costs for wind fell 27%. . . .” 19 These cost reductions were
achieved over a five-year period, despite such technologies having established base scale.
The reductions in installed cost from initial inception of the technologies are materially
higher.
Analysts forecast even greater cost reductions for green hydrogen. According to
research from Wood Mackenzie, the cost of green hydrogen could fall by 64% by 2040. 20
Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems (“MHPS”) similarly estimates that the cost for green
hydrogen will decrease dramatically over the next 30 years and, by 2040, will be below the
current costs of producing fossil fuel derived hydrogen, as depicted in the chart below. 21

Average U.S. construction costs for solar and wind generation continue to fall, September 16, 2020,
available at: https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=45136.
20 Utility Dive, To batteries and beyond: With seasonal storage potential, hydrogen offers 'a different ballgame
entirely', available at: https://www.utilitydive.com/news/to-batteries-and-beyond-with-seasonal-storagepotential-hydrogen-offers/584959/?utm_source=Sailthru
21 Michael J. Ducker, Advancing Green Hydrogen for the Danskammer Project at p. 12, , July 2020.
19 EIA,
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Lastly, UBS equity research analysts comment on the potential reductions in the cost
of green hydrogen as follows:
[F]or many years, experts under-estimated the pace at which wind and
solar costs could decline. And in the case of hydrogen, there is an obvious
overlap since further reductions in wind and solar costs will drive green
hydrogen costs even lower. Hydrogen costs could halve if renewable power
is available at $20/MWh, something which is already achievable in some of
the lowest cost projects worldwide. Lower costs of green hydrogen will be
crucial to accelerate investment without significant costs to customers. 22

The UBS analysts project that by 2030 the cost of green hydrogen will be $2.6/kg, which is
in line with the Hydrogen Council’s 2030 targets.

In summary, the long-term reductions in the cost of producing green hydrogen will
become inextricably linked to renewable generation as the dominant production method for
electric generation. The overall costs of green hydrogen production are expected to decrease
dramatically in the future, rendering green hydrogen an economically viable, emissions free,
fuel source to provide essential dispatchable generation to New York State.
2. Government’s Role in Economic Feasibility of Green Hydrogen as an
Alternative Fuel Source

A key component to the long-term implementation of hydrogen as a cost-effective
solution to the challenges of grid reliability will be the regulatory and legal impetus to drive
behavioral changes within the marketplace and to create the demand that the global
marketplace will seek to satisfy at the lowest costs achievable. 23 In fact, the role of hydrogen
in the power sector is a topic currently being addressed by New York’s Legislature. In an
effort to assist New York in meeting its GHG emissions targets, Senator Kevin Parker and
Assemblyman Michael Cusick have both introduced a renewable hydrogen incentive and
financing program that allows the Public Service Commission (the “PSC”) and NYSERDA to
adopt a program that would provide financial support for renewable hydrogen production.24
UBS, Midstream & Utilities - Future of the Btu: RNG & Green Hydrogen 101 at pp. 8-9, September 8, 2020.
In an article entitled “Hydrogen—The Next Step in the Energy Evolutions,” the author John McKenna writes:
“The importance of governments sending strong market signals is highlighted by the Hydrogen Council in its
policy recommendations for unlocking the potential of hydrogen, which cover three main points: 1. Provide
long-term and stable policy frameworks to guide the energy transition in all sectors 2. Develop coordination
and incentive policies to encourage early deployment of hydrogen solutions and sufficient private-sector
investments 3. Facilitate harmonization of industry standards across regions and sectors to enable hydrogen
technologies and take advantage of scale effects and decrease costs.” p. 16.
24 See S. 8992, introduced in NY Senate on September 21, 2020 (same bill as Assembly Bill A10008), proposing
to add a new Article 13 to the Energy Law, “Renewable Hydrogen Incentive and Financing Program.”
22
23
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The program would be designed, according to the bill, to incentivize the build out of
hydrogen infrastructure with the use of curtailed renewable power.

One of the underlying goals of the legislation is to assist in bringing down the costs
associated with hydrogen storage, transmission and distribution. As the Sponsor Memo
points out, “renewable hydrogen is an emerging technology with the potential to unlock a
number of benefits.” Further, as noted by the Sponsor Memo, hydrogen offers New York an
alternative power supply that increases system reliability and flexibility. By incentivizing
the development and use of hydrogen technology, this legislation would help companies like
Danskammer explore the use of hydrogen in power generation in a more cost-effective
manner, including the potential Pilot Study that is discussed in further detail in Section IV
below.
If adopted, the legislation will help to further drive investment in green hydrogen
because it addresses intermittency and storage—the two biggest challenges facing a grid
that is heavily reliant on wind and solar power. By harnessing currently curtailed wind and
solar power to create hydrogen for flexible energy use, New York will ensure that it is taking
advantage of all of its renewable resources to the greatest extent possible, balancing between
conventional renewable resources such as wind and solar and firm dispatchable resources,
like the Project, for both short and long-term response to meet resource adequacy
requirements.

It is Danskammer’s belief that, as the general economy and projects such as the
Project establish a base of significant green hydrogen demand, there will be corresponding
cost improvement as dramatic as that experienced by other renewable technologies,
especially wind, solar power and battery storage.
IV.

COMMITMENT TO THE USE OF GREEN HYDROGEN

Danskammer is requesting a Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public
Need (CEPCN) from the Siting Board pursuant to Article 10 of the Public Service Law, and a
Prevention of Significant Deterioration permit and modification to its Title V air permit from
NYSDEC for the proposed Project. The proposed Project includes the construction and
operation of a combined cycle gas turbine generation facility operated on natural gas, with
limited firing of ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel oil as backup fuel for potential interruption of
natural gas fuel supplies.
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As demonstrated in the Article 10 and air permit applications, and through
supplements provided to both, the Project is consistent with the CLCPA, as it will reduce GHG
emissions from the New York electrical system and will be consistent with the CLCPA future
2040 target through one or more of several potential approaches, as described in more detail
below. The ultimate method chosen by Danskammer in the future will be driven by Public
Service Commission (“PSC”) and NYSDEC programs implementing the CLCPA, including any
future regulations concerning RNG and/or green hydrogen as CLCPA zero emission fuels,
and other options that may be available in the future based on changes in technology and
infrastructure.

As of the date of this submission, neither the PSC nor NYSDEC has fully developed
their CLCPA programs and regulations. Consequently, there is no regulation or other
guidance as to whether a facility operating on RNG or green hydrogen would be deemed a
zero emission resource. Danskammer’s supplemental response, including the July 8th ICF
Report, outlined a range of possible approaches for the Project to be consistent with the
CLCPA requirements and targets, including: 1) until 2040, supporting the goals of the CLCPA
by installing a more efficient, dispatchable generation resource that reduces carbon
emissions in the region and displaces older inefficient generation resources; 2) transitioning
operations of the Project to zero emissions fuels, allowing the facility to operate well beyond
2040; and/or 3) in 2040, ceasing operations on natural gas unless the PSC determines that
the unit is required to run for reliability needs. The Project, as proposed, will be consistent
with the CLCPA at each of its relevant target dates. As determined in the ICF Supplement,
the Project will lead to meaningful annual reductions in Statewide Greenhouse Gas
Emissions from 2025 through 2039, as detailed below in Table 2-5 of the ICF Supplement. 25
Table 2-5: Net Impact on Statewide Greenhouse Gas Emissions from operation of the
Project (20-year GWP for methane)
Impact (thousand short tons)
Net reduction in GHG emissions [C] =
[A] - [B]

2025

2030

2035

2040
(RNG)

2040 (Green
Hydrogen)

(201)

(128)

(129)

(4)

(46)

As set forth in the ICF Supplement, using straight-line linear extrapolation during the interim
periods, the total CO2e reductions from 2025 through 2039 are 1,888,000 U.S. short tons.
Between now and 2040, not only would the Project be consistent with New York
State’s CLCPA GHG reduction requirements, but Danskammer is also committed to
25 ICF

Supplement.
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supporting the development of green hydrogen in New York State. Danskammer has been
instrumental in the formation of a Green Hydrogen New York Partnership that includes
industry and academic partners who are at the forefront of research and innovative
technology development. One of the partners is the State University of New York Stony
Brook’s Institute of Gas Innovation and Technology (“I-GIT”).
SUNY, Stony Brook’s I-GIT, through funding from NYSERDA, is currently researching
the use of various materials for the transport of hydrogen through pipelines. The ultimate
goal of the research is to identify the best materials and pressures to use to deliver hydrogen
from electrolyzers sited at renewable generation facilities to storage and power generators
and utilities across the state. Among other things, SUNY Stonybrook’s I-GIT is assessing the
metallurgical impacts of hydrogen on pipelines, valves and compression equipment
(including natural gas/hydrogen volume differentials) as well as the appropriate protection
that would be needed for existing or retrofitted pipeline systems to transport hydrogen
and/or the appropriate configuration and construction of new hydrogen transportation
pipelines.

Danskammer’s President and CEO Bill Reid is a member of the SUNY Stonybrook IGIT Council and will help inform the development of such technologies as an industry
partner. As mentioned above, Danskammer has also been instrumental in the formation of
the Green Hydrogen New York Partnership. The Green Hydrogen Partnership has launched
a website (www.greenhydrogenNY.com) that provides information and educational
resources about the development of green hydrogen in New York and a list of the industry
and academic partners who will be working together to make green hydrogen a reality in
New York.

Danskammer is also committed to demonstrating the feasibility of using green
hydrogen at the Project site. Danskammer’s focus is on assessing hydrogen’s commercial
viability, as well as the scalability, technology and economics of producing such fuel to
operate the Project. After the Project is approved, Danskammer intends to work in
partnership with MP, SUNY Stonybrook’s I-GIT and other industry partners to develop the
technical scope for a hydrogen research and development pilot study known as the
Danskammer Hydrogen Innovation Center, which would include hydrogen electrolyzers (the
“Pilot Study”). The purpose of the Pilot Study would be to assess the technical feasibility of
producing green hydrogen in a way that could ultimately be utilized at a larger scale by the
Project. The development of such Pilot Study would necessarily be contingent upon
Danskammer receiving approval of the Article 10 Certificate for the Project, as any such pilot
would require the installation of MP’s JAC CCGT.
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To demonstrate such commitment, Danskammer would consider agreeing to a
Certificate Condition in the Article 10 Certificate approval for the Project that would set forth,
among other things: (1) a description of the proposed Pilot Study, including a preliminary
scope and proposed location; (2) a timeframe for developing the final scope and location for
the Pilot Study; and (3) a timeframe for the siting, installation and operation of the Pilot
Study, contingent upon receiving all required permits and approvals under applicable law
for such Pilot Study, including interconnection approvals and reasonable costs. Once the
Article 10 Application is determined complete, Danskammer would anticipate working with
appropriate agency staff to develop the terms of such a Certificate Condition.
V.

THE FEASIBILITY OF RENEWABLE NATURAL GAS AT THE PROPOSED
DANSKAMMER FACILITY

If an electric generating unit using RNG is ultimately deemed a CLCPA zero emission
resource, modern efficient thermal resources, like the Project, are well positioned to
transition to the use of RNG after 2040 to maintain grid reliability and to assist New York
State in meeting its CLCPA targets. Based on the modeling presented in the July 8th ICF
Report, there is expected to be a sufficient supply of RNG for use by the Project in 2040.
Moreover, since RNG has the same chemical make-up as other natural gas, the Project would
be able to operate on RNG in the future without any modifications or retrofitting of the
Project facility. Further, no modifications or reconfiguration would need to be made to the
Danskammer site, given that there is already natural gas infrastructure in place, which may
be upgraded for the Project as currently proposed, and RNG can be delivered through
existing natural gas pipelines.
As discussed in the July 8th ICF Report, there is a sufficient feedstock of RNG to operate
the Project beyond 2040. In a December 2019 report prepared by ICF for the American Gas
Association (“AGA Report”), ICF concluded that, as the advancement of RNG continues to
progress within the U.S, the RNG market will continue to grow by 35% through 2025. 26 This
rate is reflective of both existing investments in at least 40 new domestic RNG projects
coming online as well as other announcements that may not have yet been publicly made.
The AGA Report also noted that there are more than 85 projects producing RNG for pipeline
injection today, compared to less than a half-dozen in 2010. 27

26 ICF,

prepared for American Gas Association, Renewable Sources of Natural Gas: Supply and Emissions
Reduction Assessment at p. 9, December 2019 (“AGA Report”), available at: https://gasfoundation.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/12/AGF-2019-RNG-Study-Full-Report-FINAL-12-18-19.pdf.
27 AGA Report at p. 9.
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The July 8th ICF Report summarizes the potential feedstocks along the United States
Eastern seaboard. These areas were chosen due to their existing natural gas pipeline
connectivity to the Northeast. In discussing the adequate supply of RNG to operate the
Project post-2040, the July 8th ICF Report states,
A comparison to the maximum technical potential of available biomass in the
[Eastern seaboard] region that could be used to produce RNG illustrates the
relative conservative nature of the RNG production option: the scenario
total of 185 tBtu in 2040 represents roughly 2% of the total biomass
available in the U.S. eastern seaboard region [emphasis added]. 28

The modeling in the July 8th ICF Report projects that the Project would burn approximately
6,456,268 MMBtu of RNG in 2040. As a percentage of the annual 185 tBtu figure referenced
above, this represents only 3.49% of that total feedstock, which feedstock is only 2% of the
total biomass available in the U.S. eastern seaboard region.
VI.

COMMITMENT TO THE USE OF RENEWABLE NATURAL GAS

The potential for RNG is very real, practical and executable and would generate
material benefits towards reducing greenhouse gas emissions consistent with CLCPA
requirements. Due to the addition of a significant amount of intermittent resources into the
grid, modern efficient thermal resources, like the Project, are well positioned to transition to
the use of RNG past 2040 to maintain grid reliability and to assist New York State in meeting
its CLCPA targets if RNG is ultimately deemed a zero emissions fuel for thermal generators.

As discussed in Section IV above, the Project is consistent with the CLCPA, as it will
reduce GHG emissions from the New York electrical system and will be consistent with the
CLCPA future 2040 target through one or more of several potential approaches. The ultimate
method chosen by Danskammer in the future will be driven by the PSC and NYSDEC
programs implementing the CLCPA, including any future regulations concerning RNG and/or
green hydrogen as CLCPA zero emission fuels, and other options that may be available in the
future based on changes in technology and infrastructure.
Therefore, at this time, Danskammer is not committing to any particular future CLCPA
consistent approach, or fuel, since it is not clear which fuels or approaches will be considered
to result in the Project being a zero emissions resource, and there may be approaches that
become available in the future. However, Danskammer is willing to consider agreeing to a
28

July 8th ICF Report at pp. 26-27.
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Certificate Condition in the Article 10 Certificate approval for the Project that would set forth
that, in the year 2040, it will comply with all CLCPA rules and regulations applicable to
electric generating facilities. Once the Article 10 Application is determined complete,
Danskammer would anticipate working with appropriate agency staff to develop the terms
of such a Certificate Condition.
VII.

RNG AND/OR HYDROGEN AS A RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCE AND/OR A
ZERO-EMISSIONS CARBON RESOURCE WITHIN THE MEANING OF CLCPA AND
PSL 66-p.

Neither the CLCPA generally, nor PSL § 66-p specifically, defines a “zero emission”
carbon resource. Therefore, whether RNG and/or green hydrogen are ultimately considered
to be a zero emission carbon resource for purposes of the CLCPA and PSL § 66-p depends
on regulatory definitions that have not yet been adopted. That being said, based on the
discussion herein, Danskammer believes that an electric generating unit that uses green
hydrogen and/or RNG would appropriately be considered a zero emissionresource.
Additionally, an Order recently issued by the PSC on October 15, 2020 suggests that both
RNG and green hydrogen could be considered zero emission carbon resources. 29

As discussed in detail above, green hydrogen is produced through the process of
electrolysis, which uses renewable energy to split water molecules into their elemental
components. Hydrogen produced as a result of electrolysis can then be stored and
combusted by dispatchable energy resources, like the Project, to produce electricity when it
is needed. Hydrogen combustion does not produce CO2 or other greenhouse gases. Since
neither the production or burning of hydrogen produces GHG emissions, an electric
generating unit that burns green hydrogen would appropriately be considered a “zero
emission” carbon resource under the CLCPA and PSL § 66-p.
The inclusion of a thermal RNG-fueled electric generating unit as a CLCPA zero
emission resource is consistent with, and promotes the goals and targets of, the CLCPA and
PSL § 66-p. RNG is, at a minimum, carbon-neutral in that it does not add new carbon into the
naturally occurring cycle. RNG also avoids direct methane emissions, a greenhouse gas that
Case 15-E-0302, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission to Implement a Large-Scale Renewable
Program and Clean Energy Standard, Order Adopting Modifications to the Clean Energy Standard (issued
Oct. 15, 2020) (PSC determined fuel cells utilizing either hydrogen or RNG (to the extent produced and/or
manufactured through a process not including the combustion or electrolysis of fossil fuels) would be
considered both a renewable energy system under the CLCPA and PSL § 66-p and an eligible technology for
purposes of receiving renewable energy credits under the Renewable Energy Standard program).

29 See
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has a 20-year Global Warming Potential (“GWP”) 86 times more potent than CO2. RNG can
come from organic sources, such as agricultural residue, that once absorbed carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere. When RNG is produced from organic waste, including agricultural
residue, manure, wastewater, etc. that would otherwise create direct methane emissions,
RNG is carbon-negative. By capturing the methane and combusting it to produce electricity,
methane emissions to the atmosphere are avoided and the methane is transformed into
electricity and CO2, which has a significantly lower 20-year GWP than methane. Converting
an otherwise methane-emitting waste into electricity results in an overall reduction in GHG
emissions while simultaneously providing energy to state residents. Consideration of the
emission reductions from the capture and use of methane (RNG) produced from organic
sources to produce electricity is also consistent with the CLCPA definition of Statewide
Greenhouse Gas Emissions, which includes upstream GHGs associated with extraction of
fuels used to produce electricity. An RNG-fueled electric generating unit would, therefore,
reduce Statewide GHG emissions and appropriately be considered a zero emissions resource
under the CLCPA and PSL § 66-p.
The GHG reduction benefit of capturing and burning methane produced from organic
sources was recently described at the CLCPA Climate Panel’s Climate Justice Working
Group’s October 1, 2020 meeting. Cornell University’s Peter Woodbury, a panel member,
outlined some of the latest research examining which actions could have the greatest GHG
emissions reductions. He emphasized that one of the biggest potential steps with
permanent reduction potential would be covering manure pits and burning off
methane. 30 And while flaring off methane to convert it to CO2 provides important methane
reduction benefits, a more practical and beneficial solution—and one that would assist New
York State in meeting its GHG emission reduction goals—would be the capture, storage and
transport of such methane to fuel electric generating facilities, such as the Project, to provide
firm generation capacity for grid reliability and resource adequacy. Table 1, below,
demonstrates the net GHG reduction benefit of combusting methane emissions from
renewable sources to create electricity.

30 Marie

J. French, POLITICO, Climate Panel Meets, October 1, 2020,
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Table 1: ICF RNG CO2e Calculation Example1,2
Inputs
Density of Natural Gas
Methane Composition of Natural Gas
Project CO2 Emissions Rate from Combustion
of Natural Gas
20-Year Global Warming Potential (“GWP”) of
Methane
100-year GWP of Methane

Calculations
CO2e Emissions from Combusting 1 MCF of
Methane at Project3
CO2e Emissions from Venting 1 MCF of
Methane:
20 Year GWP4
CO2e Emissions from Venting 1 MCF Methane:
100 Year GWP5
Net Reduction in GHG Emissions from Use of
RNG:
20-Year GWP6
Net Reduction in GHG Emissions from Use of
RNG:
100-Year GWP7

Unit
lbs. / MCF
%
lbs. / MCF

GWP Factor Multiplier to
Determine CO2e
GWP Factor Multiplier to
Determine CO2e
lbs. CO2e

Volume
44.0
90.0%
117.0
86
25
117

lbs. CO2e

3,406

lbs. CO2e

(3,289)

lbs. CO2e

(873)

lbs. CO2e

990

Notes:
Source: ICF, not directly included in the July 8th ICF Report.
1.
This is an estimate assuming all RNG is processed from methane released from a singular source such as municipal solid waste,
waste water, farm waste, or food waste.
2.
Production of RNG from each source would require separate processing techniques, which would add to the upstream emissions of
RNG. However, these emissions are expected to be minor compared to simply venting methane. Further, due to the uncertainty
around the future sourcing of RNG, it is not possible at this time to estimate GHG emissions from RNG production accurately.
3.
Calculation: (1 MCF) x (Project CO2e Emission Rate).
4.
Calculation: (Density of Natural Gas) x (Methane Composition of Natural Gas) x (20-Year GWP of Methane).
5.
Calculation: (Density of Natural Gas) x (Methane Composition of Natural Gas) x (100-Year GWP of Methane).
6.
Calculation: (CO2e Emissions from Combusting 1 MCF of Methane at Project) – (CO2e Emissions from Venting 1 MCF of Methane – 20
Year GWP).
7.
Calculation: (CO2e Emissions from Combusting 1 MCF of Methane at Project) – (CO2e Emissions from Venting 1 MCF of Methane –
100 Year GWP).

As the example above demonstrates, due to the significant GWP impacts from the
direct release of methane into the atmosphere, greenhouse gas emissions are reduced from
the capture of methane from organic sources and the combustion of the methane to produce
electricity. This overall reduction in GHG emissions is consistent with the CLCPA, which
examines GHG levels on a statewide, as opposed to site-specific basis, and, includes upstream
emissions associated with the fuels used to produce electricity in its definition of Statewide
Greenhouse Gas Emissions. As noted in several reports, the use of RNG for producing
electricity can be a key component for New York in meeting both the CLCPA’s Statewide
Greenhouse Gas Emissions reduction requirements and the State’s 2040 zero emission
electric system target.
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INTRODUCTION

1 INTRODUCTION
ICF was engaged by Danskammer Energy, LLC (Danskammer) to prepare a report in
connection with (i) its Article 10 application to the Board of Electric Generation Siting and the
Environment (the Siting Board), and (ii) its application to modify its Title V operating permit
submitted to the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC), for the
proposed Danskammer Energy Center (the Project). The report, titled “Supplemental
Greenhouse Gas Analysis of the Danskammer Energy Center,” was submitted on July 8th, 2020
(July Report) and aimed to establish how the Project would be consistent with New York State’s
(NYS) greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction requirements and contribute to the achievement of
Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act (CLCPA) electric system targets. This
supplement to the July Report provides additional emissions data regarding the Project’s impact
on Statewide Greenhouse Gas Emissions and consistency with the CLCPA’s Statewide
Greenhouse Gas Emissions reduction requirements.

2 SUPPLEMENTARY ANALYSIS
2.1 Background
In the July Report, ICF calculated the impact of the Project on GHG emissions in NYS and in
the broader northeast region (comprising NYISO, PJM, ISO-NE and Ontario). As a supplement
to the July Report, this report provides an estimate of the impact of the Project on Statewide
Greenhouse Gas Emissions, as defined by the CLCPA, due to the Project displacing other NYS
generators and their associated upstream emissions.
The CLCPA defines Statewide Greenhouse Gas Emissions as:
The total annual emissions of greenhouse gases produced within the state from
anthropogenic sources and greenhouse gases produced outside of the state that are
associated with the generation of electricity imported into the state and the extraction and
transmission of fossil fuels imported into the State. Statewide emissions shall be
expressed in tons of carbon dioxide equivalents.
In contrast to the July Report, which was regionally focused, 1 this report isolates the Project’s
direct impact on New York Statewide Greenhouse Gas Emissions as defined in the CLCPA. To
1

The July Report contained a broader, regional analysis of GHG emissions reductions, including an
analysis of surrounding states and their corresponding electric regional control areas: ISO-NE, PJM and
Ontario. In the July Report analysis, only NYS’s generation resource mix was modified based on CLCPA
requirements, and as such, the displacement of less efficient, in-state electric generators by the Project
was not completely accounted for. Under this regional based modeling, many of those NYS generators
displaced by the Project were, in turn, economically dispatched to displace less efficient or higher cost
units in other regions, such as ISO-NE. As the results of the July Report show, even under that scenario,
the northeast region would benefit from material reductions in GHG emissions as a result of the
introduction of the Project.
3
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determine this impact, ICF made a direct comparison of the Project’s projected emissions with
the weighted average marginal emission rates of NYS’s displaced fossil generators and
corresponding upstream emission impacts based on the volume of projected electric generation
and corresponding fuel consumption of the Project. This analysis provides the most accurate
estimate of the direct reduction of New York Statewide Greenhouse Gas Emissions attributable
to the Project due to its high efficiency and emissions controls as compared to the NYS installed
generation fleet.

2.2 Key Findings
Utilizing the data from ICF’s July Report 2, ICF projects the Project will lead to a reduction in
Statewide Greenhouse Gas Emissions, pursuant to the definition in the CLCPA, of 201
thousand tons, 128 thousand tons, and 129 thousand tons in 2025, 2030, and 2035
respectively. In 2040, the Project leads to a reduction in upstream emissions of 4 thousand
tons 3 if operated using RNG, and up to 46 thousand tons if operated using green hydrogen. 4
Reductions in emissions are calculated based on the direct displacement of NYS generation
related to the projected generation of the Project. The calculations utilize the average marginal
emissions rate of displaced NYS generators to obtain the reductions in emissions, which are
then netted against the emissions of the Project itself to arrive at the net impact.
In 2025, the Project emits a total of 2,270 thousand tons of CO2e (direct and upstream), but
reduces CO2e emissions by 2,470 thousand tons through the direct displacement of other less
efficient in-state generation. Thus, the net impact is a reduction of 201 thousand tons. Similarly,
in 2030 and 2035, the Project emits 1,561 and 1,589 thousand tons of CO2e, but displaces
1,689 and 1,718 tons of CO2e from less efficient NYS generation respectively. In 2040, all instate generation is considered zero-emissions. Consistent with the July Report, ICF assumed
this would be through the use of RNG in existing thermal generators. However, since the Project
displaces less efficient thermal generation, it leads to a net reduction in the use of RNG 5.
Consequently, it results in a decrease in upstream emissions of 4 thousand tons associated with
the use of RNG. If operated using green hydrogen, the Project leads to greater GHG savings of
46 thousand tons since green hydrogen has negligible upstream emissions.

2

July Report, Chapter 4
To be conservative, the calculation of RNG upstream emissions in this report and the July Report do not
take into account the upstream reductions in GHG emissions due to RNG preventing the release of
methane directly into the atmosphere
4
Green hydrogen fuel refers to hydrogen fuel produced using renewable energy as the primary energy
source
5
As a biogenic fuel, the CO2 emissions from combustion are assumed not to add to the atmospheric
GHG loading and therefore do not create on-site GHG emissions. A complete accounting of the sources
of RNG may result in net negative methane emissions. However, due to the uncertainty of the specific
sources and to be conservative, ICF’s analyses do not include these net reductions, and simply assume
zero methane emissions. However, methane emissions from RNG transportation are still included.
3

4
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2.3 Methodology
For its July Report, ICF’s analysis entailed calculating the impact of the Project by comparing
the results of first modeling the electric system without the Project (the Base Case), and then
modeling it with the Project operating (the Change Case). Operation of the Project in the
Change Case leads to the displacement of other thermal generation in NYS, while renewable
resources are not affected as they are modeled as “must-run” 6 in PROMOD. Since the Project is
expected to be the most efficient thermal generator in NYS, displacement of less efficient (and
higher emitting) generation leads to a net reduction in GHG emissions. The net impact of the
Project on Statewide Greenhouse Gas Emissions is calculated by the following equation:
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
= 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
− [𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ
∗ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡/𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ]

The direct emissions from the Project were obtained from PROMOD modeling and the upstream
emissions were calculated as described in Chapter A-5 of the July Report. Table 2-1 presents
the upstream emissions factors for fossil fuels using the 20-year GWP factor for methane.
Table 2-1: Upstream Emission Factors (lbs CO2e/MMBtu)

Fuel
Natural Gas
Coal
Oil
RNG

Upstream
CO2
12.1
19.8
31.0
4.0

20-year GWP
Upstream
Methane
37.9
60.5
14.7
9.0

Total
50.0
80.3
45.7
13.0

The total amount of other NYS thermal generation displaced by the Project is equal to the
projected generation of the Project itself and is summarized in Table 2-2. The average marginal
emissions rate of displaced NYS thermal generation was calculated based on the heat rate of
displaced generation and estimated to be 0.43 tons CO2/MWh. In comparison, the Project’s
emission rate is 0.39 tons CO2/MWh. Similarly, the upstream emissions associated with
displaced generation were calculated using the heat rate of displaced generation and upstream
emissions factors as described in Chapter A-5 of the July Report.
Table 2-2: Projected Generation of the Project and Direct Displacement of other NYS
Generation
Impact (GWh)
Projected Generation of the
Project

2025

2030

2035

2040

4,045

2,758

2,808

907

6

By modeling renewable resources as must-run, ICF ensures that renewable resources are always
dispatched to their maximum potential
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2.4 Results
The tables below present the impact of the Project on Statewide Greenhouse Gas Emissions
using the 20-year GWP factor for methane. For 2040, the net impact is shown for operation of
the Project on both RNG and green hydrogen.
Table 2-3: Increase in GHG Emissions from the Project based on its dispatch (20-year
GWP for methane)
Impact (thousand short tons)
Increase in direct GHG emissions in
NYS from generation by the Project
Increase in upstream GHG
emissions from generation by the
Project
Total [A]

2025

2030

2035

2040
(RNG)

2040 (Green
Hydrogen)

1,577

1,085

1,104

-

-

693

476

485

42

-

2,270

1,561

1,589

42

-

Table 2-4: Amount of GHG Emissions from other NYS generators displaced by the
Project (20-year GWP for methane)
Impact (thousand short tons)

2025

2030

2035

2040
(RNG)

2040 (Green
Hydrogen)

Reduction in direct GHG emissions
through displacement of other
generators

1,719

1,172

1,193

-

-

751

517

524

46

46

2,470

1,689

1,718

46

46

Reduction in upstream emissions
due to reduced fuel consumption of
displaced generators
Total [B]

Table 2-5: Net Impact on Statewide Greenhouse Gas Emissions from operation of the
Project (20-year GWP for methane)
Impact (thousand short tons)
Net reduction in GHG emissions
[C] = [A] - [B]

2025

2030

2035

2040
(RNG)

2040 (Green
Hydrogen)

(201)

(128)

(129)

(4)

(46)
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1.

Executive Summary

In January 2018, Mitsubishi Power announced that it successfully demonstrated up to
30% hydrogen co-firing capability with its state-of-the-art dry low NOx combustion system
used in advanced class G and J-Series gas turbines.

This milestone is the result of over

50 years of combustion experience with fuels ranging from 5% to 90% hydrogen content1.
Mitsubishi Power’s roadmap to 100% hydrogen capability leverages the multi-cluster
combustor developed from Mitsubishi Power’s IGCC technology, which was already
tested successfully on 80% hydrogen, and has been operating since 2018 at the Osaki
Cool Gen project on a hydrogen and carbon monoxide syngas.

Validation of the multi-

cluster combustion system with 100% hydrogen capability is targeted to be complete in
2025.

All new G and J Class combustion turbines will ship with 30% hydrogen capability

at COD, and the transition to 100% capability can occur as early as 2025.
As the hydrogen infrastructure advances, the transition to increased hydrogen co-firing
can be accommodated by equipment modifications to the gas turbine and auxiliary
systems. Mitsubishi Power has developed a three stepped approach to implementation;
initial capability of 30%, then an increase to 70%, and a final step to 100% hydrogen firing
capability. Two possible paths have been developed for implementation: one which
minimizes upfront capital costs and another that optimizes the overall cost of
implementation but requires increased upfront investment.

1

Hydrogen percentage content is based on volumetric calculations.
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2.

Mitsubishi Power’s Hydrogen Combustion Experience

Mitsubishi Power has developed significant expertise over the past 50 years in the
utilization of fuels ranging from 5% to 100% hydrogen content.

These fuels include

refinery off-gas, coke oven gas, and syngas produced from gasification.

Mitsubishi

Power began its development of hydrogen rich fuel combustion systems in the late 1960’s
to utilize gas turbines in applications fueled by coke oven gas.

During the following

decades Mitsubishi Power added both refinery off-gas and syngas capabilities to its
hydrogen rich fuel portfolio.

To date, Mitsubishi has over 3.5 million actual operating

hours of experience co-firing hydrogen at 29 units; 400,000 of those hours demonstrated
co-firing with over 80% hydrogen.

In May of 2018, Mitsubishi Power announced its

participation in the conversion of a gas turbine combined-cycle unit at Vattenfall’s
Magnum plant in the Netherlands to 100% hydrogen firing by 2025.

Figure 1.

Gas Turbine Hydrogen Combustion Experience
Diffusion combustor technology is mature with 29 units deployed
and more than 3.5 million operating hours
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Mitsubishi Power, through its parent company Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI), is a
world leader in hydrogen combustion technologies far beyond gas turbines (Figure 2).
Beginning in the mid-1980’s MHI has been involved in the Japanese space program and
developed hydrogen combustion technologies for use in rocket engines.

That

technology was leveraged in our advanced “multi-cluster combustor” designs on gas
turbines.

Figure 2.

Hydrogen Combustion Technologies
No company has more hydrogen combustion experience than
Mitsubishi Power / Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Mitsubishi Power and MHI have developed a core focus on the complete hydrogen
value chain of products (Figure 3).

This includes all links in the hydrogen value chain,

starting with hydrogen production, storage, and transportation of bulk hydrogen in
various forms.

But also the utilization of hydrogen in small-scale fuel cells and carbon-

free renewable power generation in large advanced class gas turbines.
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Figure 3: Complete Value Chain of Hydrogen Solutions

3.

Validation of up to 30% Hydrogen Co-Firing Capability

Building upon decades of hydrogen experience, Mitsubishi Power announced in January
2018 that it successfully demonstrated 0% to 30% hydrogen co-firing capability with its
state-of-the-art dry low NOx combustion system that is deployed in its advanced class G
and J-Series gas turbines.
The demonstration and validation was conducted at Mitsubishi Power’s full-scale
combustor test facility in Takasago, Japan, which is shown in Figure 4.

Mitsubishi

Power’s ability to offer up to 30% hydrogen co-firing capability in its advanced class G
and J-Series gas turbines is based upon this successful testing and validation program.
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Figure 4: High-pressure Combustion Test facility

4.

Roadmap from 30% to 100% Hydrogen Combustion

The Mitsubishi Power roadmap to 100% hydrogen combustion in advanced class gas
turbines originated with its participation in the National Project to develop a Hydrogen
Society in Japan.

After successful demonstration and validation of 30% co-firing

capability in 2018, Mitsubishi Power progressed to the next phase of its development
program to achieve co-firing capability in its gas turbines up to 100%.
This next generation of combustion system technology utilizes the multi-cluster
combustor developed from Mitsubishi Power’s IGCC technology, which was already
tested successfully on 80% hydrogen, and has been operating since 2018 at the Osaki
Cool Gen project on a hydrogen and carbon monoxide syngas (Figure 5).

The enhanced

hydrogen capability of multi-cluster combustor technology is attributed to the short premix design, which reduces the risk of flashback that can occur with the high combustion
velocities associated with hydrogen.
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Figure 5: Multi-Cluster Combustion System
As part of the larger effort with the National Project, Mitsubishi Power is involved in
developing complete flexibility with hydrogen use in gas turbines. Combustion systems
will be available for different amounts of hydrogen content enabling operation between
0% and 100% content.

Figure 6 illustrates the combustor technologies and their planned

respective hydrogen co-firing capabilities.
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Figure 6: Gas Turbine Roadmap to 100% Hydrogen Capability
Additionally, Mitsubishi Power’s gas turbine roadmap to 100% hydrogen capability
requires that all multi-cluster combustor designs also include the capability to fire 100%
natural gas as a back-up fuel, which will enable the facility to provide grid support on
natural gas when green hydrogen is unavailable.

5.

Phased Approach for Increasing Hydrogen Capability

The build-out of renewables will continue as we march towards carbon free power
generation; but the result will be an increase of instances where excess renewables will
be curtailed.

Simply put, this is the opportunity for using renewable power to generate

and store green hydrogen.

As increased quantities of green hydrogen become available,

the gas turbine system’s capability to operate on green hydrogen must increase to
capitalize on this truly carbon free energy source.

Mitsubishi Power has developed the

following three phased approach to implementing increased gas turbine hydrogen
capability as the availability of green hydrogen increases over time:
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 Phase 1:

Up to 30% volume hydrogen co-firing capability

o At COD, the gas turbine has the capability to co-fire up to 30% hydrogen; this is
true for all G and J-class gas turbines as part of the standard build set.
o As part of the initial plant design, fuel gas mixing facilities for natural gas and
hydrogen upstream of the gas turbine are installed.
o For a JAC advanced gas turbine, this is equivalent to approximately 80 MW of
carbon-free power generation capacity.
 Phase 2:

30% to 70% hydrogen co-firing capability

o During a major inspection, modify the gas turbine combustion system for 30% to
70% hydrogen co-firing capability.
o During the outage, the plant and gas turbine auxiliaries are modified to
accommodate future capacity of up to 100% hydrogen firing.
o This strategy is intended to reduce the cost of modifications to implement the final
stage of 100% hydrogen firing; only modify the auxiliary systems once.
 Phase 3:

60% to 100% hydrogen co-firing capability

o During a subsequent major inspection, modify the gas turbine combustion system
for 60% to 100% hydrogen co-firing capability.
Only minor modifications are expected to the turbine and plant auxiliary systems due to the
advance planning implemented during Phase 2.

o
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6.

Options to Implement Increased Hydrogen Capability

As the power generation facility transitions to increased hydrogen firing capability,
modifications are required to both the gas turbine and the auxiliary systems which are
upstream of the gas turbine.

The systems must be designed to account for appropriate

measurement and control of the hydrogen content in the fuel, proper mixing of hydrogen
and natural gas prior to combustion, and adequate layout considerations for modifications
necessary to allow for higher hydrogen content firing in the future.
Mitsubishi Power has developed two primary strategies to implement the required
modifications that will enable increased hydrogen co-firing capability when larger
quantities of green hydrogen are available:
 Strategy 1: Minimize the upfront capital cost during construction to support the initial
commercial operation of the plant; or
 Strategy 2:

Minimize the overall capital cost of the initial construction and future

modifications necessary as the plant transitions towards a future target of 100%
hydrogen firing.

Strategy 1: Auxiliary Systems Upgrades with Minimum Upfront Costs
This approach to implementing scope modifications is based on only minor scope
adjustments for COD to minimize the initial capex of the plant.

Equipment modifications

to the gas turbine and auxiliaries are implemented later on the timeline to increase the
hydrogen firing capability.

A summary of the necessary scope modifications for each of

the three phases is described below and is depicted in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
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 Phase 1:

Up to 30% volume hydrogen co-firing capability at COD

At COD, the gas turbine has the capability to co-fire up to 30% hydrogen; this is true
for all G and J-class gas turbines as part of the standard build set.

Specific scope

related to hydrogen co-firing includes:
o hydrogen fuel gas flow meter upstream of dual fuel mixer
o natural gas fuel gas flow meter upstream of dual fuel mixer
o fuel gas mixing connection for natural gas and hydrogen
o fuel gas holder for the mixed fuel gas
o fuel gas chromatography
o set of redundant calorimeters

Figure 7: Scope Modifications & Additions to Auxiliary Systems for
up to 30% Volume Hydrogen Co-Firing Capability
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 Phase 2:

30% to 70% hydrogen co-firing capability

During a major inspection, modify the gas turbine combustion system for 30% to 70%
hydrogen co-firing capability.

During the outage, the plant and gas turbine auxiliaries

are modified to accommodate future capacity of up to 100% hydrogen co-firing
capability.

Scope for the turbine and auxiliary modifications typically will include:

o multi-cluster combustors

o redundant calorimeter (for hydrogen)

o turbine casing

o foundation hardware

o gas turbine enclosure

o control system hardware interconnects

o fuel gas heater

o gas turbine control system

o fuel system equipment (valves, flow
meter, filters etc.)

modifications
o fire protection system

o fuel gas piping and manifold

o ventilation system

o instrumentation

o SCR catalyst

o fuel gas piping material (SS316)

o fuel gas piping material (SS316)

 Phase 3:

60% to 100% hydrogen co-firing capability

During the second major inspection, modify the gas turbine combustion system for
60% to 100% hydrogen co-firing capability.

o Only combustor and tuning modifications are required if the scope modifications
and additions implemented in Phase 2 were based upon 100% hydrogen co-firing
capability.
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Figure 8: Scope Modifications & Additions to Auxiliary Systems for
30 to 70% and 60 to 100% Volume Hydrogen Co-Firing Capability

Strategy 2: Optimized Overall Costs with Minimal Modifications
An alternative approach to implementing scope modifications and additions incorporates
a higher initial capital cost, but does not require as many modifications to the auxiliary
systems as the plant transitions to higher hydrogen firing capability.

This results in a

lower total capex spend over the life of the asset, albeit at the expense of increased initial
costs which are necessary prior to commercial operation.

Similar to the previous

strategy, this concept is broken down into three distinct phases of implementation with
specific scope and modifications performed at each.
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 Phase 1:

Up to 30% volume hydrogen co-firing capability at COD

At COD, the gas turbine has the capability to co-fire up to 30% hydrogen; this is true
for all G and J-class gas turbines as part of the standard build set. The scope related
to hydrogen co-firing does include certain allowances for the overall plant to achieve
100% hydrogen firing.

The scope related to hydrogen firing includes:

o gas turbine enclosure

o instrumentation

o fuel system equipment

o foundation hardware

(valves except fuel gas flow control

o fire protection system

valves, flow meter, filters etc.)

o ventilation system

o fuel gas piping and manifold
 Phase 2:

o fuel gas piping material (SS316)

30% to 70% hydrogen co-firing capability

During a major inspection, modify the gas turbine combustion system for 30% to 70%
hydrogen co-firing capability.

The scope of the modifications is reduced relative to

the previous concept presented in Strategy 1 because of the increased scope included
at COD. Scope for the turbine and auxiliary modifications typically will include:
o multi-cluster combustors

o redundant calorimeter (for hydrogen)

o turbine casing

o control system hardware interconnects

o gas turbine control system

o hydrogen detector for GT enclosure

modifications
o SCR catalyst
o fuel gas flow control valves
 Phase 3:

o additional fuel gas branch piping for
100% hydrogen
o fuel gas heater

60% to 100% hydrogen co-firing capability

During a subsequent major inspection, modify the gas turbine combustion system for
60% to 100% hydrogen co-firing capability.
o Only minor combustor and tuning modifications are required if the scope
modifications and additions implemented in Phase 2 were based upon 100%
hydrogen firing.
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7.

Conclusion

Mitsubishi Power is committed to the global decarbonization of our energy system with a
heavy focus on safety and reliable operation of the equipment. Mitsubishi Power has
developed significant expertise over the past 50 years in hydrogen combustion; no
company has more hydrogen combustion experience than Mitsubishi Power and its
parent Mitsubishi Heavy Industries.
Mitsubishi Power can supply solutions across the entire hydrogen value chain, including
renewable generation, hydrogen conversion, hydrogen storage and re-electrification.
Hydaptive™ and Hystore™ are standard packages optimized to integrate across this
value chain ultimately enabling renewables, energy storage, and hydrogen-enabled gas
turbine power plants to work together to create reliable and affordable carbon-free energy,
which is key to meeting climate goals across regions.
Mitsubishi Power has developed a phased approach to implementation of 100% hydrogen
capability in order to better enable our customers to affordably and reliably integrate
renewable energy over time and combat climate change.
We look forward to supporting you in the Change in Power.
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THE TERMS, MEASUREMENTS AND VALUES PROVIDED IN THIS PRESENTATION SUMMARY ARE FOR DISCUSSION
PURPOSES AND NON-BINDING AND SUBJECT TO (I) DUE DILIGENCE BY THE PARTIES, (II) DISCUSSION WITH
MITSUBISHI POWER, (III) NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN THE PARTIES, AND (IV) THE FINAL TERMS OF DEFINITIVE
DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING REASONABLE AND CUSTOMARY REPS, WARRANTIES, COVENANTS, INDEMNITIES
AND OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SIMILAR TRANSACTIONS. THE TERMS AND PROJECTIONS IN THIS
PRESENTATION ARE SUBJECT TO SATISFACTORY DUE DILIGENCE AND DO NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER OR
COMMITMENT TO ENTER INTO ANY TRANSACTION OR TO PREPARE, NEGOTIATE, EXECUTE OR DELIVER ANY
AGREEMENT OR DIFINITIVE DOCUMENT. THE TRANSACTION DISCUSSED IN THIS SUMMARY MAY BE MODIFIED,
WITHDRAWN, TERMINATED, OR MADE SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS NOT SET FORTH IN
THIS INDICATIVE TRANSACTION SUMMARY. WE DO NOT COMMUNICATE COMMITMENTS ORALLY, AND YOU
SHOULD NOT RELY ON ANY ORAL COMMUNICATION OF COMMITMENT.

NOTHING HEREIN IS TO BE CONSTRUED AS CONSTITUTING TAX, ACCOUNTING, FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVICE BY
US TO YOU OR ANY OTHER PERSON. YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR OWN TAX, ACCOUNTING, FINANCIAL AND LEGAL
ADVISORS FOR ANY SUCH ADVICE. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION SUMMARY IS
CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY AND MAY NOT BE DISTRIBUTED TO ANY PERSON WITHOUT MITSUBISHI
POWER’S PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT.
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